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Agenda

▪Overview of what corpora are

▪How the worksheets were created

▪ Participants get a chance to do corpus 
searches



What are corpora?

▪ “A corpus is a large, principled collection of naturally 
occurring examples of language stored electronically” 
(Bennett, 2010, p. 2).

▪ It is possible to create a corpus for anything
▪ The English corpora website added a corona virus corpus 

▪ Electronic corpora are easily searchable

▪ Cannot analyze themselves



How can corpora be used?

Corpora can help students better understand how to correctly use 
the language:

To check collocates

To check for connotations

Grammatical patterns

Where and when  a word is used

Infer meaning of a new word from concordance lines

Create specific word lists for ESP



Studies Using Corpora as learning tools

▪ Cobb (1997 ) 
– Met words through computer game activities either through 

concordances or definition-based entries
– concordance learning  showed less decay vs. definition-based learners

▪ Boulton (2009)
– Learning styles did not significantly affect ability to work with corpora
– Visual learners slightly more receptive



Studies Using Corpora as learning tools

▪ Boulton (2010) 
– Learners given paper-based corpus materials and others given 

dictionary entries.
– Lower-level students did better with corpora  than with standard 

dictionary entries

▪ Cobb and Boulton (2015)
– Meta-analysis showed that corpora can benefit L2 learners receptive 

and productive skills (e.g., extensive reading and writing tasks) for 
collocations and idioms



Word Profilers

▪ Can be used to input text and see the frequency of each 
word in a text against corpus-based frequency lists.

▪ Can check how complex your text is

▪ Vocab Profiler
– https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/

▪ AntWordProfiler
– https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antwordprofiler/

▪ Analyze Text
– https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/

https://www.lextutor.ca/vp/
https://www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antwordprofiler/


Considerations when designing worksheets

▪ It is necessary for learners to test their hypotheses based 
on their expectations and refine those hypotheses when 
presented with evidence ( Johns, 1988).

▪ For there to be benefits of students looking at corpora a 
long period of practice with scaffolding is necessary 
(Cobb & Boulton, 2015)

▪ Purpose of the worksheet

▪ How advanced are your students’ skills



Choosing your corpora

▪ Sketch Engine for Language Learning
–Concordance lines easier than Coca
–Simpler interface
–Login not required

▪ Corpus of Contemporary American English
–More detailed information
–Can compare with different corpora
–Better for lower frequency words



COCA Word





How I made the worksheet

▪ 1) Needs analysis

▪ 2) Do searches ahead of time

▪ 3) Take screen shots

▪ 4) Create specific instructions on how to do the 
searches



Sketch Engine for Language 
Learning

https://skell.sketchengine.eu/#home

https://skell.sketchengine.eu/#home


Collocations

▪ Words neighbors 
– Take ( a shower, a bath, 

medicine, a walk)

▪ How to search for them
– Grammar
– _______ (adj) mind (n.) 
– Walk (v.) __________(modifier/ 

adverb)
– Pretty(adj.)__________ (noun)



How to do a collocates search

▪ 1) Search for the word 
and select word sketch

▪ 2) Analyze the results



Connotations

▪ Feeling associated 
with the word
– Is it positive or 

negative

▪ Cause
– Is it positive or 

negative? 



How to search for connotations



Can be done in COCA



Frames in COCA



1) Type in your frame and click matching strings



2) Results are based on frequency



3) Look at the frame in context



Creating ESP Lists with COCA

https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/

https://www.english-corpora.org/coca/


1) Put in your search term in the list



2)Click on the word this search is for academic words 
only



3) Save your list



4) Choose the words you want to keep



Different View



4) Your virtual corpus has been created



This could be used as a vocab list



Your corpus is also searchable



Your Turn 

In your groups first try working with the corpus searches 
yourself and then try to think of your own examples.



Answers



Answers

▪ Castigate means to reprimand someone severely

▪ It has a negative connotation



Conclusion

▪ Corpora can be useful for beginners

▪ Allows learners to produce their own 
hypotheses on word usage and lets learners test 
them

▪ Targeted focus or words to teach by frequency
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